All courses at the Boca Raton Campus

ENG 6049 Queer Theory
    002    93213    T    4-6:50    B. Barrios
PAD 6142 Intro to Nonprofit Management
    001    89361    S    9-11:50am    R. Nyhan
POS 6934 Women & Politics
    002    93396    W    4-6:50    M. Holman
SPC 6639 Feminist Rhetorical Theory
    001    93561    T    7:10-10pm    B. Mulvaney
WST 6185 Women, War & Peace Building
    001    93547    W    4-6:50pm    J. Beoku-Betts
WST 6405 Women of Color in U.S.
    001    93476    M    4-6:50    J. Beoku-Betts
WST 6564 Feminist Theory & Praxis
    001    93548    R    4-6:50    W. Xu

WST 6909 Directed Independent Study
    001    93475 (Permission required from instructor) J. Beoku-Betts

WST 6941 Graduate Internship in Women’s Studies
    001    83999 (Permission required from instructor) J. Beoku-Betts

WST 6971 Master’s Thesis
    002    84787 (Permission required from instructor) J. Beoku-Betts

WST 6971 Master’s Thesis
    003    84788 (Permission required from instructor) J. Caputi

ELECTIVE:
PAD 6206 Fundraising for Nonprofits
    001    92797    S    12:30-3:30pm    R. Nyhan

THIS CLASS SCHEDULE IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE